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Political awareness 
high in arts majors 
By DWAYNE YANCEY 
Those Madison College 
students majoring in the arts 
are more politically aware 
than their counterparts in the 
sciences, business, or 
education, according, to a 
recent Breeze survey. 
The random poll of 253 
students measured their 
ability to identify their 
congressman, Senators, 
governor, national political 
figures, and the positions 
President Ford and Jimmy 
Carter have taken on major 
issues. 
Fifty-seven per cent of 
those surveyed correctly 
identified their congressman 
and 80 per cent knew the name 
of their governor. Thirty-nine 
per cent could identify both 
United States Senators, 22per 
cent could name one, and 39 
per cent knew neither. 
Those polled were asked to 
state which was the first 
priority of both Ford and 
Carter—full employment or a 
balanced budget. Sixty per 
cent correctly stated Carter's 
position in favor of full em- 
ployment, 58 per cent knew 
Ford favored a balanced 
budget. 
The survey, taken on the 
two days before the foreign 
policy debate between the two 
candidates, also asked the 
respondents to pick Ford and 
Carter's position on troop 
levels overseas. 
Forty-eight per cent knew 
Carter's position in favor of 
troop reductions in certain 
areas and 52 per cent did not 
know. Fifty-seven per cent 
identified Ford's position of 
maintaining troop levels 
overseas. 
Survey respondents were 
divided into five categories 
according to their major—the 
arts,   sciences,    business, 
education, and undeclared. 
Their ability to name their 
congressman, United States 
Senators, and the correct 
positions Ford and Carter 
have taken on the domestic 
economy—cited by over 80 per 
cent as being "the key issue" 
in the campaign—were then 
measured. 
Each group was awarded 
one point for each per cent 
that could identify one U.S. 
Senator or the stands Ford or 
Carter have taken on the 
domestic economy. Two 
points were given for each per 
cent that could name their 
Congressman, both Senators, 
or the position of both major 
candidates. 
The points were then added 
and a percentage of the total 
possible points was computed. 
Those students with a 
major   in   the   arts   were 
(Continued on Page 14) 
General 
By SHARON BRILL 
It is highly probable that 
the Virginia General 
Assembly will put "no money 
in capital outlay" for higher 
education in 1977 or even 1978. 
This is the conclusion of Dr. 
Pau' Sartori, assistant 
director of the State Council of 
Higher Education in Virginia 
(SCHEV). 
"One of the greatest con- 
siderations of the General 
Assembly is that if we build 
now, what happens when 
student enrollment drops?" 
he said. 
Madison College President 
Ronald Carrier told visiting 
parents last Saturday he plans 
ADMIRAL   ZUMWALT   speaks   to   student      tempting to unseat incumbent Senator By rd in 
voters at Warren Campus Center Tuesday.        this fall's election. 
The  past  chief  of  naval  operations  is   at- Photo by Walt Morfa" 
Assembly funds unlikely 
Physical expansion uncertain 
"to add $25 million in 
buildings to the campus." 
Among these new buildings 
would be a complex of 13 
townhouses, due for com- 
pletion in a year and a half, a 
library or addition to the 
existing one and an education 
building. 
Construction of the 
townhouse project will be 
financed by the college, rather 
than the state. Getting 
authorization to build a new 
dormitory is a "rubber 
stamping of what you're going 
to do," said Dr. William 
Jackameit, director of in- 
stitutional research at 
Madison.  Construction of the 
Model UN denied funding 
By ROGER WELLS 
(Editor's Note: The following story represents 
a fairly complete account of discussion during 
an SGA finance committee meeting. It's 
purpose is to provide the reader with a view of 
how SGA functions, and what criteria have 
affected some of its important decisions.) 
"Madison College is becoming too big for us 
to bite into everything," Student Government 
Association (SGA) President Mike Anestos 
told the SGA finance committee Monday. 
At Monday's meeting, the finance com- 
mittee voted not to fund the Model United 
Nations (UN) delegation. In a report given to 
the full senate Tuesday, finance committee 
chairman Paul Manning cited two reasons for 
the decision: the lack of broad student in- 
terest, and the lack of student input in the 
delegate selection process. 
In the finance committee hearing a third 
reason, the propriety of funding academic 
department projects was raised. 
SGA Treasurer Mike Louden informed the 
finance committee at the Monday meeting of 
pending state legislation which would give 
students a choice on whether to pay the student 
activities fee. That fee provides the funds from 
which SGA operates. 
In researching that bill, legislators will 
examine every SGA and camous program 
board in the state, Louden said. A Breeze 
source said later that Madison's SGA would 
probably be audited. 
"We're going to have to be careful how we 
justify what we do; we're going to tighten up 
the reins," Louden said. 
Mark Halsey, leader of the Model UN group, 
requested $150 from the SGA. That amount 
would defray almost one-half the estimated 
expenses of the delegation, he said. The 
balance was to be provided by the political 
science department. 
Last year the SGA funded the organization 
$125. A matching grant was made by the 
political science department and a social 
science honorarium provided $20. That 
honorarium was not extended this year since 
the delegation was not limited to members of 
that organization. 
During the meeting, Jim Logan raised the 
issue of the efficacy of financing projects 
originating within academic departments. 
Logan, director of student activities and a 
voting member of the finance committee, had 
objected to such funding last year. 
Stating that the SGA finance procedure is 
"becoming archaic," Anestos said that student 
activities Fees should not be used to fund such 
projects. 
(Continued on Page 14) 
townhouses has   been  ap- 
proved. 
However, according to 
Sartori, the education building 
is in the third category of 
SCHEV's list of top 10 
priorities, while the library is 
m the fifth category. There 
are a number of capital outlay 
projects within each of the 
categories. 
Carrier said he "hopes the 
General Assembly will 
authorize the construction of 
the new education building in 
January." 
There is "needed and justified capital outlay but it 
will not be funded," Sartori 
said. "I may be wrong but no 
one is really in favor of putting 
out general education taxes. 
The general feeling is that 
colleges are overbuilt," he 
said in an interview Monday. 
Sartori added, "Higher 
education doesn't make it on 
the   top   of   the   General 
list Assembly's 
automatically." 
Institutions of higher 
education requested a total of 
60 million for capital outlays 
at the last session of the 
General Assembly. A total of 
28 million was granted for the 
1976-78 biennium. 
There are 39 public colleges 
in Virginia, including com- 
munity colleges. Enrollment 
rates should level off by 1984- 
85, according to Sartori. He 
added, "Iexpect them to 
decline by 1990." 
Capital outlay requests can 
normally be made of the 
General Assembly every 
other year, according to 
Jackameit. He said requests 
were last made for the 
education building and library 
in   the spring of '75. 
SCHEV sets up guidelines 
according   to   enrollment 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Semester suspension 
studied for cheating 
By BARBARA BURCH 
A mandatory minimum of 
one semester suspension for 
students found guilty of 
habitual and-or premeditated 
cheating is currently heing 
studied by the Honor Council 
Advisory Board. 
A similar proposal in- 
volving mandatory expulsion 
from a course for a student 
found guilty of cheating is 
being considered by the 
Faculty Senate, Mike DeWitt, 
Student Government 
Association (SGA) second 
vice president, told the senate 
Tuesday. 
Current penalties as 
outlined by the honor code are, 
either suspension, probation 
or written warning, said 
DeWitt. 
SGA president Mike 
Anestos said he felt that the 
proposal was a "step in the 
right direction," and that 
Madison's honor system, 
when compared to those of 
other schools, is a "ghost." 
Another alternative, ac- 
cording to Mary Losa, SGA 
first vice president, would be 
to revise the part of the Honor 
Council constitution dealing 
with penalties. 
In an informal vote, a 
majority of senators  sup- 
(Continued on page 4) 
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• My second story — 
Five crises 
By Frank Rathbun 
I was still playing cowboys and Indians when John 
Kennedy and Richard Nixon (remember him) were 
battling for the Presidency. I didn't know much about 
either candidate, but my ignorance wasn't for a lack of 
interest. f , . I listened attentively when my parents discussed the 
candidates, and I even   stayed up late to watch the 
debates. . . 
I also made a sincere effort to read the newspapers, 
and I never failed to watch the evening news. Despite 
these noble efforts, I was unable to come to any con- 
clusions about the two men who wanted me to vote for 
That is, until one of my brighter friends told me that 
Kennedy would, if elected/make us go to school six days 
a week. Always the skeptic, I decided to ask others 
about this alarming news. 
To my dismay, it was true; Kennedy would make us 
go to school on Saturdays. 
4 decided then and there that I was going to throw my 
support to Nixon. Even though I couldn't vote, I had to 
be for somebody and Nixon was the one. - 
Four years later I was faced with the same problem 
This time I had tn choose between Barry Goldwater and 
Lyndon Johnson. For the greater part of the campaign, 
I was uncommitted, although leaning towards Gold- 
water because I didn't like Johnsons accent. 
However, once again, I was aided in my decision Dy 
my bright friend. He told me that Goldwater would, if 
elected, start an atomic war against the communists 
This sounded all right at first, until my friend added that 
we, living in Detroit-a large industrial city-wouldbe the 
Russians' first target. 
After a few days of deliberation I decided that this 
sort of war was to be avoided at all costs. Consequently, 
I decided to give my vote in our school's mock election to • 
Johnson, even though his accent still disturbed me. 
History showed that I made the right decision. Under 
Johnson, we didn't get into an atomic war, a minor 
police action maybe, Dut no bombs on Detroit and that's 
what counted. 
The next four years went by quickly and before I 
knew U another election was rapidly approaching. This 
election posed a unique problem.   Instead of merely 
choosing between two candidates, I now had the task ot 
deciding among three. 
Unfortunately, my bright friend, who had provided 
needed consultation in the two previous elections, had 
been sent to reform school. 
As always, I followed the candidates very closely. I 
knew I didn't like Wallace; he was always berating my 
black friend Stanley. 
But I still couldn't decide between Humphrey and 
Nixon. I liked Humphrey because his speeches made me 
laugh, and I liked Nixon because he had fought against 
the six-day school week. 
Out of frustration, I decided to forgo voting in my 
school's mock election. I hated to do it, but if I couldn't 
vote for both of them, I wouldn't vote at all. 
Nixon won the election, and deep inside I was glad. 
With him at the helm, I could be sure that we wouldn't 
have to go to school sue days a week. 
Four years later, Nixon was running again. My 
friend, who had just returned from reform school,' 
suggested that I vote for McGovern because he would 
decriminalize marijuana. Since I could no longer be 
affected by a six-day school week, I followed my friend's 
trustworthy advice 
Which brings me to the current campaign between 
Ford and Carter. As always, I'm having a rather dif- 
ficult time choosing between the two. 
Neither candidate has indicated how he stands on the 
six-day school week, and both seem to oppose an atomic 
war. Thus, I am left to base my decision on other issues. 
Carter says he has committed adultery in his mind 
many times, while Ford can't remember whether he has 
or not. Ford says that eastern Europe is not dominated 
by the Soviet Union. Carter seems unsure as to the 
whereabouts of eastern Europe. 
And Ford never reads Playboy magazine, reading 
instead Penthouse, Oui, Hustler and True Confessions. 
And Carter has already beenforgiven for his sins. 
Where is my bright friend when I need him? 
Th« Breeie encourages letters to the editor 
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The Pre-Mad student 
By ROGER BERTHOLF 
I suppose that each one of 
us, sooner or later, finds oc- 
casion to step back in time and 
visit the old high school 
almamater, and such an 
experience is often met with 
an anticipated surprise at how 
much things have changed 
since you heard your last 
schoolbell. 
You quickly rationalize 
that it would surely be 
unreasonable to expect the old 
place to be the same after you 
graduated, but an uneasiness 
persists in the feeling that if 
you had to go back, you would 
be miserably out of step with 
your classmates. 
I had occasion to visit my 
high school, and just such a 
feeling had crept upon me 
when I observed a facinating 
phenomenon which appears to 
be proliferating in the 
scholastic realms of this 
country—the Pre-Mad 
student. 
It began as I leisurely 
strolled down the hallway, 
admiring the new paint job 
and chuckling to myself at the 
height of the water fountains, 
and I suddenly found myself 
caught in the middle of class 
change. 
Trying to keep out of the 
Letter: 
path of the onslought, I 
stepped toward a vacant 
doorway, only to be jarred 
nearly off my feet by a 
negligent young lad who 
apparently had no idea of the 
direction in which he was 
headed. 
A bit perturbed at such ill- 
placed attention, I inquired as 
to whether he thought that the 
bell had signaled the begin- 
ning of some sort of human 
demolition derby. He quickly 
and politely apoligized, in- 
forming me that he must have 
been too engrossed in the book 
'I'd never 
go back...never* 
he was reading and lost track 
of where he was headed. 
Still impatient with his 
clumsiness, I offered to escort 
him to the library, com- 
menting that there are places 
for reading other than 
freeways.) 
"Oh, I^re just come from 
there, thanks," he said. "I just 
thought Td catch up on some 
Calcukfc on my way to Econ. 
das/" 
/ 
My curiosity now aroused, I 
remarked: "You certainly are 
studious. Don't you ever just 
go to the bathroom and smoke 
a cigarette or something with 
the guys between classes?" 
"No", he said, "sometimes 
I really wish I could, but I just 
don't have the time. .You see, 
I'm a Pre-Mad student." 
"A Pre-Mad student?" I 
asked. 
"That's short for Pre- 
Madison" he apologized. 
Now, very perplexed, I 
said: "I still don't see what 
you mean. You're doing all of 
this — playing personal pin- 
ball in the hallways — just to 
go to Madison College?" 
"Oh, I have to—study, that 
is" he replied. 'If I don't, I'll 
never make it. Admissions are 
so tough that it's hard to get in 
even if you know somebody. 
There's about fifteen of us 
Pre-Mad's here and probably 
only three of us will make it — 
at the most. Take Joe over 
there." 
He pointed toward a rather 
knkey-looking fellow down 
the hall. "He was a Pre-Mad 
for three years — damn good ■ basketball player too — but he 
just    couldn't    take    the 
(Continued on Page 14) 
Rejection brings 'all to waste9 
433-6127 433-6596 
To the Editor: 
Please note the following 
when reading the events of the 
S.G.A. and its Finance 
Committee concerning the 
rejection of the Model U.N.'s ' 
request for $150 to attend the 
Model U.S. Conference in 
Philadelphia,   Pennsylvania. 
Because of this rejection of 
funds, the planning (which 
dates back to June), the 
organizing, the putting up of 
posters advertising for 
delegates, the setting of 
criteria for the delegate 
selection, the selection of the 
delegates, and the research 
that has already gone into it is 
now all to waste, not to 
mention the time involved 
with this effort. 
The lack of additional funds 
in the Political Science 
Department — they can only 
fund half of the total cost— 
and the callous attitude on 
behalf of the S.G.A. has made 
going an impossibility. 
Granted there are only five 
Relegates,    but    if    small 
' numbers were the criteria for 
all    funding     in     higher 
education, then the State of 
Virginia would only  fund 
, huge, impersonal universities. ( * 
If this is the logic behir.d 
funding by the S.G.A., then 
they are in effect ignoring the 
rights of minority groups and 
minority interests at Madison, 
which is one word, 
discrimination! / 
The Model UN. delegation 
is a group of interested 
students who research and 
represent a designated 
country and its policies at the 
Model U.N. Conference. 
Not only is it a great 
learning experience in in- 
ternational politics and af- 
fairs, but It also gives the- 
name "Madison College" 
exposure to very prestigious 
company, e.g., the University 
of Pennsylvania, Princeton, 
and Georgetown. 
Thus, our actions affect the 
image that these 70-odd 
universities get of our school, 
and it fosters an increasing 
awareness of Madison. 
In closing, I would like to 
thank   those   Senators   who 
voted to give me a chance to 
- speak and present our case to 
the Senate. 
However, my request to be 
heard and to discuss the 
matter was denied, hence we 
were not even afforded the 
opportunity to speak, much 
less to receive the necessary 
funds"- to attend the Con- 
ference. 
Mark Halsey 
Chairman, 
Delegation - - 
Model     U.N. 
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Sunday festival: 
Jazz 'entertaining' 
By GARY FUNSTON 
Madison's rain-plagued 
jazz festival took place 
Sunday in the Warren Campus 
Center, providing an en- 
tertaining, if low-keyed af- 
ternoon of music. 
The festival, featuring local 
jazz and blues talent, was 
originally scheduled for the 
prior Sunday but was delayed 
By rain. 
Singer-guitarist Steve 
Durham opened the concert 
with several original pop- 
blues numbers. Durham's 
pleasing voice and a tasteful 
harmonica accompaniment 
by Alex Petrov highlighted the 
short opening set. 
Drew Calvin and Bob 
Driver, two local singer- 
guitarists, followed Durham 
with a 1930s blues act. The 
duo, dressed to emphasize the 
time period of the music, 
performed in the style 
recently popularized by Leon 
Redbone. 
Calvin's set was charac- 
terized by excellent finger- 
picking and a good feel for the 
music. 
Driver delved even deeper 
into the blues, creating an 
atmosphere of the time period 
from which his music was 
drawn. Highlighting Driver's 
act was the performance of 
Robert Johnson's classic, 
"Kind Hearted Woman." 
Petrov accompanied both 
Calvin and Driver. The three 
were later joined by festival- 
organizer, Andrea Fisher for 
a soulful version of James 
Taylor's "Blues Is Just A Bad 
Dream." » 
Featuring a Billie Holliday- 
styled voice, Nancy Rhoads 
was next on the program with 
a selection of classic blues and 
original      tunes. Ac- 
companying herself on the 
piano, Rhoads presented 
"Nobody Knows You When 
You're Down And Out" and 
"Stormy Monday." 
Rhoads' set was slow and a 
little lengthy but distinguished 
by her vocal talents. 
Fisher and several 
members of the "Maiden 
Voyage" band followed 
Rhoads and set up what was 
for many the high point of the 
festival. The group continued 
the blues format with jazz- 
influenced interpretations of 
"Stormy Weather" and "God 
Bless The Child," leading into 
a climatic performance by 
"Maiden Voyage." 
Featuring a progressive 
jazz style, the band dosed the 
festival with a number of 
selections combining piano, 
drums, bass, reeds, and brass. 
The group performed exciting 
versions of pieces by a variety 
of jazz greats, including 
Herbie Hancock and Can- 
nonball Adderly. 
MAIDEN VOYAGE performs in Sunday's Jazz festival in the campus center. 
Ptat* by ONTH SOWM* 
'Sailor's9 two-story attempt fails 
'Cuckoo' set for Saturday 
The stage production of 
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's 
Nest" will be presented 
Saturday night in Wilson 
Auditorium. 
Sankowich-Golyn 
Productions, a touring New 
York   threatre   group,   will 
present  the   8   p.m.   per- 
formance. 
The troupe was the first to 
be granted rights to perform 
the play on the road and was 
the first to tour nationally with 
the presentation. 
The theatre performance is 
quite similar to the film 
version of "Cuckoo's Next," 
according   to   a   Campus 
Program Board spokesman. 
The story depicts a con 
man who has himself com- 
mitted to a mental institution. 
Once there, however, he gets 
more than he bargained for 
when he encounters the 
hospital ward supervisor. 
The play progresses 
through a number of con- 
frontations between the 
patient and the nurse and 
comments on the overall 
conditions of mental in- 
stitutions and the view of most 
people toward the patients. 
By MARK MILLER 
'The Sailor Who FeU from 
Grace with the Sea" tries to 
tell two stories 
simultaneously, which is to 
say that it bites off more than 
it can chew. 
Kris Kristofferson is the 
sailor and Sarah Miles is the 
widow who falls in love with 
him. Hence we have story 
one. 
Miles has a delinquent son 
who idolizes the sailor but who 
also belongs to an unusual 
boys' club headed by a 
precocious but psychotic 
adolescent. The leader 
devotes himself to such 
mundane practices as 
disecting cats and blowing up 
sea gulls.   This is story two. 
These two stories are 
woven together by a conflict. 
The leader, referred to as the 
chief, despises the sailor as an 
outsider. And since the chief 
must do all the thinking for the 
group, he cannot have any of 
his underlings admire anyone 
but him.   So the sailor must 
go- 
If I seem to be making all 
this sound too standard, I am 
exaggerating my interest I 
never really cared enough to 
be bothered by the predic 
tibility of this movie. 
Nor   did   I   find   much 
originality or reward in the 
work  of  Writer-Director 
Lewis John Carlino. 
The theme of the sailor- 
lady romance with a son as a 
peripheral figure was not new 
when tried in "Cinderella 
Liberty" three years ago. But 
in that film the son served as 
comic relief from the maudlin 
drama. Here the son spends 
most of his time spying on his 
mother and the sailor in bed. 
At the risk of sounding 
prudish, I don't think repeated 
voyeurism advances the art of 
film very much. 
And it doesn't do much for 
actors either. Kristofferson 
repeats the same role he had 
in "Alice Doesn't Live Here 
Anymore" and proves once 
more that physical presence 
won't estaolish him as an 
actor. Sarah Miles, on the 
other hand, is credible enough 
but no longer has the face or 
figure to get through this kind 
As for Carlino's direction, 
be photographs them and 
almost everything else with 
an overdose of close-ups, 
dissolves and sun spots, but at 
least he stays away from too 
may zooms, hand held shots 
and other hip devices. 
His photographer, Douglas 
Slocombe, goes for bright, 
garish colors and gets some 
nice shots of the English 
landscape. His composer, 
John Mandel, supplies a nice, 
sentimental score. 
I am not sure that these last 
two elements correspond with 
this sordid story. At any rate, 
they tower over all else in this 
movie and that's unfortunate 
for this or any other film. 
Supportive elements do not 
make a film, they only help; 
and "Sailor" needs all the 
help it can get. 
EUROPE 
—— 
AWB concert tonight 
A major Campus Program 
Board concert, featuring 
Average White Band and 
Little River Band, will be held 
tonight in Godwin Hall. 
The featured group, AWB, 
burst into the American music 
scene about three years ago, 
and its records have con- 
sistently reached the top of the 
music charts since. 
The group performed on 
"Midnight Special" and "In 
Concert"   in  1974  and   has 
completed five nation tours, 
according to CPB information 
on the group.' 
AWB has had two gold 
albums and three hit singles. 
"Average White Band" 
was the group's first gold 
album in January 1975, and 
the top single from the LP, 
"Pick Up The Pieces," was 
certified as a million seller 
two months later. 
The band's second major 
album, "Cut The Cake," was 
certified gold in July, and two 
singles from the release, "If I 
Ever Lose This Heaven," and 
"Cut The Cake" became 
major hits. 
Little River Band, a 
relatively new but fast-rising 
band from Australia will 
perform prior to AWB. 
Formed in early 1975 and 
featuring easy to follow vocals 
and comedy routines, the 
band soared to the top of the 
Australian music scene with 
its first album release. 
"We are trying to do more 
than just play an hour's set," 
says rhythm guitarist and 
vocalist Graham Goble in 
brochures received by the 
CPB. 
"We are trying to entertain 
as well by doing a bit of ac- 
coustical material, some 
electric and some comedy 
routines,'.' he §a,id. 
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Semester suspension studied 
FALL is upon us as the trees change colors almost over night. 
Photo by W«»no Partlow 
(Continued from Page I) 
ported  the  idea  of  revising 
penalties. 
In other business, Losa said 
attendance at committee 
meetings had been poor, and 
emphasized the importance of 
such meetings because they 
are the only way for the SGA 
to get anything done. 
The SGA without com- 
mittee is like "a car out of 
gas," Anestos said. "We 
won't go anywhere." 
Anestos announced the 
appointment of a finance 
subcommittee to study 
changing to a front-end 
budgeting system, which 
entails budgeting small 
organizations at the beginning 
of the year for the entire year. 
The SGA would have to 
have some control of the 
money, Anestos said, in order 
to "keep the organizations 
honest." 
A way to do this, he said, 
would be to require 
organizations to requisition 
money from their accounts 
through the SGA, so that all 
expenditures would have to go 
through the SGA office. The 
responsibility of keeping the 
books would have to be 
delegated to someone, he said. 
As the SGA's "community 
Educational sexism opposed 
By KAREN HOBBS 
As one of two male 
graduates at the University of 
Illinois in early childhood 
education, and later as the 
only male first-grade teacher 
in a county of one and a half 
million, Dr. Michael Davis 
speaks from experience on 
educational sexism. 
Davis spoke recently to 
members of Kappa Delta Pi, 
an educational honor society 
on "Sexism in Education." 
Madison faculty member 
Davis quoted statistics from a 
1972 study which showed 
females are portrayed in 
children's stones in typical 
domestic roles while males 
are   jobholders.      By   fifth 
Winning art 
Samuel Benson, instructor 
of art at Madison College, won 
second place in the grahphics 
and drawing competition at 
the Waynesboro October 
festival. 
The festival was held last 
weekend at the Kate Collins 
Junior High School in 
Waynesboro. 
grade, such stereotypes have 
reinforced behavior in 
children, Davis stated. 
In high school, counselors 
guide female students into 
"feminine" occupations and 
males into "masculine" jobs, 
Davis said. 
A study in New York City 
indicated that teachers have 
different standards for 
behavior by sex, he said. The 
study done five years ago, 
showed that teachers reward 
males for assertive, dominant 
behavior and females for 
being submissive and 
dependent. 
"What is there about 
schools that allow this?" 
Davis asked. Teachers' ex- 
pectations perpetuate such 
behavior;  teachers both yell 
at and praise boys more often, 
he said. Such treatment 
makes boys more assertive 
and better able to defend 
themselves. 
But society is changing, 
Davis said, pointing to Taws 
which make discrimination 
harder. 
For example, the Supreme 
Court ruled that no limits can 
be set on when a teacher must 
cease teaching due to 
pregnancy. > Twenty-five 
years ago in New York City 
males could not receive pre- 
school teaching certificates. 
Such laws have changed, 
Davis said. 
Davis offered final advice 
to   future   teachers:       "Be 
aware of what you do to kids. 
Please don't  discriminate." 
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gesture for the year." they are 
co-sponsoring a -walk-a-thon 
with the Interfraternity 
Council, on Oct. 16. 
The senate approved a 
request for $100 to the In- 
ternall Council to finance the 
prizes for Homecoming. The 
SGA also voted to donate $50 
to the United Way. 
A request for $150 by the 
Model United Nations Club 
was denied by the finance 
committee because the club 
was not a "broad enough 
place to put student money," 
according to committee 
chairman Paul Manning. 
Manning said that all 
students pay the activities fee, 
and that it is a general policy 
of the finance committee to 
spend money on things that 
benefit as many students as 
possible. 
There were only seven 
applications for five positions 
on the Model United Nations 
delegation, as opposed to 25 
last year. Manning said. 
Credentials committee 
chairman Greg Hodge 
reported that his committee 
was working on house rules 
for the senate. 
The student services 
committee reported that it 
refused a proposal to conduct 
a mock election because 
another organization was 
already planning one. 
Steve Butler, student 
services committee chair- 
man, said that the retention of 
lofts between academic years 
was being investigated. There 
is a possibility students will be 
able to sign up for rooms 
which will not be used over the 
summer so that lofts could be 
left intact. 
The SGA proposed that: 
Ways of funding Chrysalis 
be investigated. 
Volunteer Action House be 
given $50. 
Opening fire exits in the 
library be investigated. 
Currently the fire exits in the 
library are Rocked from the 
outside to prevent theft of 
books. 
The SGA be responsible for 
tracking down bad checks 
written to Duke's Grill. 
A float be entered in the 
Homecoming Parade. 
Security cadets be allowed 
to pre-register. 
The name of the dining hall 
advisory committee be 
changed to food services 
advisory committee. 
The possibility of getting a 
bank which offers free 
checking be investigated. 
The missing "yield" sign 
on Gray and Cantrell Streets 
be investigated. 
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Where Quality Still Counts 
Zumwalt campaigns here: THE BREEZE, Friday, October 15, 1*76, Page 5 
'Byrd has talked a lot and done nothing9 
By DWAYNE YANCEY 
/Admiral Elmo "Bud" 
Ziimwalt, Democratic 
\y Senatorial candidate, spent 
almost two days this week 
campaigning in Harrison- 
burg, long thought a 
stronghold of his opponent, 
independent Senator Harry 
Byrd Jr. 
Zumwalt emphasized 
leadership-or the lack of it- 
and said that "Byrd has 
talked a lot and done 
nothing." 
The 55-year-old former 
chief of naval operations 
noted that Byrd's 1970 re- 
election slogan was, "Let's 
take the handcuffs off the 
police and put them back on 
the criminal," but said that 
the. Senator has taken no 
action in Crongress. 
In   four   years,   Zumwalt 
said, Byrd has introduced 19 
bills, "only one of which he 
finally fought through into 
law. That was a bill which no 
one could oppose-the 
restoration of citizenship to 
Robert E. Lee." 
The Democratic candidate 
said that whenever any of 
Byrd's proposed legislation 
encountered opposition, the 
Senator "retired to the south 
40 and just bellowed." 
Zumwalt said Byrd's in- 
dependent status hindered the 
chances of his legislation 
being passed and promised to 
work within the two-party 
system if elected. 
Zumwalt outlined his own 
program to deal with crime to 
a Breeze reporter. 
The plan calls for man- 
datory prison sentences for 
certain   crimes,   such   as 
'•**+**»"*"***+***+*^*****>**^*~*^^imw>.mmi»*+,'w 
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second-degree murder, heroin 
trafficking, rape, the use of a 
dangerous weapon in a crime, 
and crimes where the victim 
is injured. 
He would also seek a 
statute to make commission of 
a crime with a gun a more 
serious offense than a crime in 
which no gun was used. 
Noting that Byrd has often 
spoken against the dangers of 
big government, Zumwalt 
said that he, too, was against 
"the swelling bureaucracy " 
"The difference is that I 
have done something about it 
and he never has," Zumwalt 
said, calling attention to the 
reforms he instituted during 
his service in the Navy. 
He said that Virginians 
were beginning to realize that 
"the son is not the man the 
father was." 
Byrd's father was an active 
force in the state Democratic 
party for many years and 
served 33 years in the U.S. 
Senate. Harry F. Byrd Jr. 
was appointed Senator when 
his father resigned for health 
reasons  in   1965.      He   was 
elected as a Democrat in a 
1966 special election and an 
independent in 1970. 
Zumwalt said the "Byrd 
dynasty" was progressive in 
its early days but "recently 
has been looking backward 
and not facing up to the 
problems that need to be1 
resolved in this modern 
century." 
Byrd's reputation for fiscal 
conservatism has earned him 
the nickname "Watchdog of 
the Treasury." Zumwalt said 
he, too, opposed deficit 
spending but that the "Nixon- 
Ford-Byrd" economic! 
theories actually represent 
economic irresponsibility. 
Their policy during the 1973 
Arab oil embargo was to 
tighten the money supply to 
"reduce the output of business 
and factories and to throw 
people out of work," he said. 
Zumwalt said he would 
have embarked upon a 
massive energy program 
which would have kept the 
country at full employment 
and helped to find a solution to 
the energy crisis. 
The admiral's energy 
program would provide tax 
incentives to those who in- 
sulate their homes or who use 
solar energy and improved 
technology. Zumwalt would 
also expand research in long 
term fuel sources. 
He accused the Ford ad- 
ministration of inaction on an 
energy program and noted 
that the United States now 
imports 12 per cent more oil 
than it did at the time of the 
1973 oil embargo. 
Although generally sup- 
porting Democratic 
presidential candidate Jimmy 
Carter and admittedly hoping 
to ride his coattails to victory 
in November, Zumwalt finds 
himself somewhat at odds 
with Carter on one issue-right 
to work. 
Zumwalt said he supports 
the open shop but is receiving 
union backing because "my 
interest in the forking man is 
stronger than my opponent's, 
whose interests are with the 
big bankers and big business 
interests." 
(Continued on Page 6)' 
Campaigns now in full swing 
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By D Y E YANCEY 
With less than three weeks 
remaining before election 
day, Madison College Young 
Democrats and Young 
Republicans as well are 
moving their campaign ef- 
forts into high gear. 
The Young Democrats are 
canvassing the northwest 
precinct of Harrisonburg in 
search of potential 
Democratic supporters, a 
project that began shortly 
after school started the last 
week in August. 
"We plan to knock on every 
door in the precinct," said Bob 
Snyder, president of the 
Young Democrats. "We'll be 
out there two days a week. We 
plan to call on everyone in the 
precinct twice before the 
election.     Later,  we'll  call 
back the favorable people to 
try to get out the vote.* 
Snyder, along with other 
young democratic leaders, 
took part in a workshop 
specializing in "get out the 
vote" techniques last weekend 
in Charlottesville. 
Tuesday, the Young 
Democrats brought Admiral 
Zumwalt to Madison College 
where he spoke in the Warren 
Campus Center. 
Although no formal Young 
Republican organization met 
until Wednesday night, 15 
students were referred to the 
city GOP organization by Dr. 
Jackson Ramsey of the 
Business Department and 
vice chairman of the 
Harrisonburg Republican 
party. 
Ramsey said there were no 
special Republican efforts on 
campus, but that the GOP 
urged students to "take part 
in the community" by helping 
the city organization. "We 
look upon them as a part of the 
community," he said. 
Ramsey said the first 15 
student volunteers came after 
"relatively little attempts" at 
formal organization. With the 
formation of a Young 
Republicans club, campaign 
efforts on bahalf of President 
Ford and Seventh District 
Congressman J. Kenneth 
Robinson are expected to 
intensify. 
Election day is Tuesday, 
November 2 and will be a 
holiday at Madison to allow 
students to return to their 
home districts to vote. 
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Volunteer House in Dingledine dorm: 
Students involved with volunteer programs 
By TAMI RICHARDSON 
For many Madison College 
students who are involved 
with the Volunteer House,, 
located in Dingledine dorm, 
there is a lot more to campus 
life than the usual studying, 
sports and parties. 
Beginning with the 1974-75 
academic year, Dingledine 
section A was set aside for 
students who wanted to be 
involved with volunteer 
programs and live with others 
who were also involved, 
The philosophy behind the 
program is that students with 
special interests and talents to 
snare can identify with each 
other and work as a whole, 
according to Dottie White, 
associate director of 
residence halls. 
Aboyt 100 students are 
involved in various -projects, 
although not all of them live in 
Dingledine, said Mickey 
Hillmer, head of the volunteer 
house. She said there are 
more upperclassmen this year 
because there has been more 
publicity, but she thinks the 
best time to start is the fresh- 
man year. "You get hooked 
and want to continue," she 
said. 
Anyone interested in 
volunteer work should be able 
to find something they want to 
do with the Volunteer House, 
Hillmer said.  Projects they 
'About 100 
students 
are involved1 
are involved with include 
adopting a grandparent, 
swimming with exceptional 
children, visiting Western 
State, and working at the 
animal shelter. 
Annette Koch, who is in 
charge of working with the 
aged at Camelot Nursing 
\     'Byrd talked a lot9 
(Continued from Page 5) 
The     candidate      spoke 
Tuesday afternoon at Madison 
College to a crowd of 130. The 
Suestion and asnwer session 
welt mainly  on  national 
defense. 
Zumwalt said the United 
States does not have a 
strategic nuclear deterrent 
nor could it presently win a 
war with the Soviets using 
conventional weapons. The 
United States "must redress 
the imbalance" caused by the 
nation's deteriorating 
military ability, he said. 
Zumwalt noted the Soviets 
have embarked on a full scale 
civil defense program and 
would lose only 10 million 
people in a limited nuclear 
exchange. An estimated 100- 
160 million Americans would 
die, he said. 
Zumwalt told the Breeze 
that the U.S. must "cut the fat 
and add to the muscle" in its 
defense budget. 
He acknowleged reser- 
vations about the con- 
troversial B-l Bomber but 
said "when you realize that 
the 'soviet Union could win a 
strategic nuclear war today, 
you can't risk cancelling it." 
Zumwalt accused the Ford 
administration of overlooking 
Communist violations of arms 
control agreements. 
"You can buy three years 
good behavior from the 
Soviets for the price of one 
tough speech by the President 
of Secretary of State," he 
said. 
Zumwalt supports a 
reduction of ground troops in 
South Korea once its army is 
equipped with better weapons. 
He called North Korean Kim 
II Sung "the most fanatical 
and craziest of all the Com- 
munist dictators" and said 
Sung would start a war if he 
thought he could win it 
Zumwalt said his campaign 
is "rising like a homesick 
angel" and predicted an upset 
of Byrd on November 2. 
He said Byrd's refusal to 
debate and failure to disclose 
bis financial holdings would 
hurt the incumbent. 
"The people are tired," he 
said, "of Byrd milking both 
parties and producing for 
neither." 
Home, said the people there 
are "amazing." 
"They are really neat, 
really funny characters," she 
said. "There is one lady that 
always sits at the front door. 
She knows everybody that 
comes in and all the gossip." 
Students who adopt a 
grandparent visit with them 
for about an hour a week. 
They help the elderly write 
letters, read the newspaper or 
just talk to them, Koch said. 
One of the most intense 
Rrojects of the Volunteer 
ouse involves helping a five- 
year-old brain damaged boy 
from Broadway. Madison 
volunteers help with pat- 
terning exercises to improve 
his senses and muscular 
coordination, according to 
sophomore Maureen Harman. 
Several series of 
stimulation exercises are 
done to increase his 
awareness of sensations. 
While the boy lays on a table 
the volunteers pinch and slap 
his arms, chest, and back. 
They also alternately apply 
cold and hot towels to his 
body, Harman said. 
volunteers also help with 
tumbling exercises to improve 
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his muscular coordination. 
According to Hillmer, it's 
"unbelievable how it's 
working."   He   is. almost 
standing up while last year he 
only had slight muscular 
coordination, she said. 
Not everyone goes to disco 
dances every Thursday night. 
Some students go help at the 
recreational     dances     at 
'Projects include 
adopting a 
grandparent9 
Western State mental 
hospital. According to 
Hillmer, the patients all seem 
"normal." 
Other projects Madison 
students have include 
swimming with exceptional 
children in Keezell pool, 
recording books and copying 
tests for the blind and visually 
handicapped on campus, and 
working at the animal shelter. 
Hillmer wants to start a 
program with the Staunton 
prison, making it possible for 
volunteers to adopt a prisoner. 
This would involve about the 
same thing as adopting a 
grandparent, she said 
Two assistants help 
Hillmer    with    Volunteer 
House. They are Brenda 
Schultz, sophomore director; 
and Annette Koch, freshman 
director. 
There are no obligations to 
work with the Volunteer 
House.     "I     make     sure 
everybody hat fun," Hillmer 
said. The projects can also be 
used for class observations. 
Volunteer House is always 
looking for new ideas, Hillmer 
said. If anyone is interested 
they .can call either her or 
Schultz at 4631. 
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you never thought 
you'd be reading this 
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read our classified 
section yet^ you're in 
for a 
real treat! 
All announcements sub- 
mitted to the Dreeze must be 
double-space typed, signed by 
an officer of the organization 
and hand delivered to the 
Breeze office. 
Deadlines for an- 
nouncements are 3 p.m. 
Tuesday for the Friday paper, 
and 3 p.m. Saturday for the 
Tuesday paper. 
All announcements are 
subject to editing and are 
printed on a space-available 
basis. 
Haunted house 
Anyone interested in 
helping the Madison Circle K 
Club with its Halloween 
haunted house project meet 
Monday, Oct. 18, 6:30 p.m., in 
roomB.WCC. Persons skilled 
in lighting, set-design, make- 
up etc. are needed. For 
further information, contact 
Chuck Berlin at P.O. Box 738 
or phone 7126. 
Disco dance 
Ikenberry Hall will be 
having a disco dance Satur- 
day, Oct. 16 from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. 
Driver's training 
Free driver's training 
classes' will be available to 
the public at Madison College, 
beginning on Monday, Oct. 18. 
The course will involve 12 
hours of behind-the-wheel 
training and is available at no 
charge to persons with a 
learner's permit. 
Persons interested in the 
courses should contact Drew 
Balog's office 433-6585. 
Hours of instruction will be 
set according to the 
preference of those taking the 
course. The course will run 
about four weeks and will give 
an individual the necessary 
training to receive a per- 
manent driver's license. 
Candy sale 
Frances Sale home 
economics club will have a 
pre-Hallo ween sale of candy 
apples October 28. The sale 
will be in the Warren Campus 
Center post office lobby. 
Crafts exhibition 
Sawhill Gallery in Duke 
Fine Arts Building is 
presenting an exhibition of 
contemporary crafts from 
Oct. 8 through Oct. 29. In- 
cluded in the exhibition are 
blown glass, weaving and 
textiles. 
Announcements 
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Film 
"Memories of Un- 
derdevelopment," a film 
dealing with an intellectual 
caught in the midst of the 
Cuban revolution, will be 
shown on Monday, Oct. 18, 7 
p.m., in Jackson 2. Admission 
is free. 
Dance company 
The Ririe-Woodbury Dance 
Company of Salt Lake City 
will be in residence at 
Madison College on.Oct. 17, 18 
and 19. The company will hold 
classes for college students 
and children at Anthony- 
Seeger Campus School and a 
public concert on Oct. 18 at 8 
p.m.   in Wilson  Auditorium. 
Those interested in at- 
tending classes may contact 
the Physical Education 
Department. Tickets for the 
Concert will be on sale at the 
door. 
Bike-a-thon 
Alpha Phi Omega will hold 
a bike-a-thon for the 
American Cancer Society 
Saturday. Oct. 16. Sign up to 
ride or sponsor a rider all 
week in the first floor lobby of 
WCC. The route is 18 miles 
long, from Godwin Hall to 
Bridgewater and back. 
Walk-A-Thon 
The Madison College In- 
terfraternity Council will 
sponsor a Walk-A-Thon for the 
United Way of Harrisonburg 
and Rockingham County on 
Saturday, Oct. 16, beginning 
at the Warren Campus Center 
at 9 a.m. 
Those participating in the 
Walk-A-Thon will walk out 
Port Republic Road, turn left 
on Route 276, and return to 
campus by way of Route 33, 
(for a total of) 13 miles. 
Madison students in- 
terested in participating in the 
Walk-A-Thon should call 433- 
7142. Anyone interested in 
pledging should call 434-6639 
or 433-2511. 
Groveton High 
Groveton High School will 
be holding its homecoming 
from Friday. Oct. 22 to 
Monday. Oct. 25. Among the 
activities planned is the 
rededication of Groveton on 
the former site of Bryant 
Intermediate School. 
Biology speaker 
Dr. George Woodwell, 
director of the Ecosystems 
Center. Marine Biological 
Laboratory, will be speaking 
on 'Ecosystems and World 
Politics" on Tuesday. Oct. 19. 
3 p.m. in Harrison A-206. 
CAREER PLANNING 
AND PLACEMENT OF- 
FICE INTERVIEWS FOR 
OCT. 1976 
Oct. 19 
Harrisonburg City Public 
Schools 
Harrisonburg, VA 
1—4 p.m. 
Oct. 20 
Dickenson School of Law 
Carlisle, PA 
1:30-5 p.m. 
Oct. 19,20, 21 
U.S. Navy 
Oct. 25 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & 
Co. 
8:30 a.m. —5 p.m. 
Oct. 27 
Frederick  County  Public 
Schools 
Winchester, VA 
10 a.m. —4 p.m. 
Oct. 28 
McDonald's 
Harrisonburg, VA 
11 a.m. —4:30 p.m. 
Oct. 26, 27, 28 
U.S. Marines 
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20% DISCOUNT 
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photo finishing and both color and 
black & white or free film 
79 E. Market St.    434-5314 
(Continued from Page 1) 
David Berlin, coordinator 
of facilities analysis of 
SCHEV, said, "Each in- 
stitution of determines what 
space goes into each of the 15 
categories." 
Each institution is supposed to 
have a certain number of 
square feet of space per full- 
time equivalent students. 
Full-time equivalent is the 
sum of all student hours 
divided by 15 hours each for 
undergraduate students and 
12 hours per graduate student. 
Jackameit said the college 
"designates usage of space 
into SCHEV categories in 
conjunction with the SCHEV 
manual. He added, "Some 
campuses, for example VMI 
and William and Mary, have 
some    unused    academic 
ramuiLYunuB 
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Oth»r locations In: |*^J 
434-5371 STAUNTON ^ 
buildings." 
In reference tto SCHEV 
guidelines, Madison has more 
physical education-recreation 
space than the guideline 
allowsl as it is now 
categorized. Both Carrier and 
Jackameit have said that 
Godwin Hall is inadequate for 
the amount of student usage. 
"■■> "Recategorizing the space 
in Godwin Hall is an option we 
could consider. We cannot, 
under the present guidelines, 
ask for any additional 
physical-education recreation 
space," said Jackameit. 
Intercollegiate athletic 
space is considered as 
"auxilary enterprise or self- 
supporting" according to 
Berlin. This is separate from 
physical education-recreation 
space. The difference is that 
the state does not fund in- 
tercollegiate space, but does 
fund physical education- 
recreation space, including 
money to clean it, take care of 
it and repiar it Madison 
would have to absorb these 
costs if it redefined the space 
in Godwin. This could result 
in charging students a sub- 
stantial activities fee to ab- 
sorb the cost, according to 
Jackameit. 
"Any change in academic 
space reclassification needs to 
meet with the approval of 
SCHEV,,' said Berlin. He 
added, "Most institutions feel 
confortable with their in- 
ventory of space. A sudden 
shift would be questioned." 
The SCHEV guideline 
applies fairly uniformly 
throughout the state. 
Jackameit said, "The 
problem with the guideline is 
that it's the same regardless 
of whether or not you're a 
residential college." 
Naturally, if a college is 
residential, the students use 
the facilities such as Godwin 
more often than at a non- 
residential college, he said. 
"SCHEV may consider 
revising space guidelines in 
the next two years because of 
the improvement in the 
management of space system 
wide."   Berlin   said. 
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DNA   may have dangers 
By CINDY SMOOT 
"Recombinant DNA 
research at this time should 
be discouraged, if not for- 
bidden," said Dr Peter Caws 
in his lecture, "Prometheus 
and Frankenstein," to 
students and faculty Tuesday. 
The lecture was the second 
event in the Fall Arts and 
Sciences Symposium spon- 
sored by Madison College. 
Caws said the difficulty in 
predicting consequences of 
scientific research has 
"implications for all human 
beings," and present research 
in recombinant DNA may 
have potential dangers we 
don't know about. 
Recalling the Greek myth 
about Prometheus, who stole 
fire from the gods to give man 
and was punished by Zeus, 
Caws said that the "myth 
accounts for the fact that we 
don't know our future," and 
"the important thing about 
Prometheus is that he is man 
against God." 
Caws    also    used     the 
DR. PETER CAWS suggested that DNA research should be 
discouraged in his lecture, "Prometheus and Frankenstein." 
part of the Arts and Sciences Symposium.Photo by w.yn. Pirtiow 
Honors courses to be offered 
Stiff requirements avoided 
By LYNDA EDWARDS 
"If a student has something 
to offer, we want to make 
room for him in the new 
honors program, " said Dr. 
Philip Riley, chairman of the 
committee on academic 
honors. 
"Albert Einstein probably 
wouldn't have had a 3.25 
average because he might 
have trouble with English 101 
and functional math," Riley 
said. "We don't want to keep 
an interesting student out of 
the honors courses with ar- 
bitrary requirements." 
For the first time, Madison 
College will offer seminar 
style honors courses at the 200 
and 300 levels. Last year, the 
honors program included 
freshmen classes and senior 
projects in most departments. 
The committee on 
academic honors spent three 
years interviewing students 
and faculty to formulate an 
honors program, according to 
Riley. The committee sur- 
veyed both southeastern 
regional and national trends 
in honors programs. 
One complaint of honors 
students has was that they felt 
isolated, Riley said, and that 
is one reason a separate 
honors department was not 
established at Madison. 
Some schools select their 
honors students by their 
Solastic Aptitude Test 
scores, he said. "Students are 
siphoned off from the college 
community to spend all their 
time on honors projects," he 
said. "We want to avoid that 
lock-step regimen." 
The program was designed 
to avoid  stiff requirements^ 
according to Riley. A student 
who does not have a 3.25 grade 
point average can be con- 
sidered for honors courses. 
The honors committee 
decided criteria for honors 
students should be originality, 
initiative, intellectual 
maturity and ability to syn- 
thesize material. 
The latter is important, 
Riley said, because a student 
should see relationships and 
comparisons between dif- 
ferent disciplines. 
Two interdisciplinary 
courses, each worth three 
credits, are being taught. 
Honors 200 is "The Divorce 
of Power and Value: A Study 
of Modern Social and Spiritual 
Alienation." It uses readings 
from   sociology,    political 
Ehilosophy,   psychology, 
istory   and   literature. 
Writings by  Shakespeare, 
Machiavelli, Dostoyevski, and 
Camus   are   included.      Dr. 
Robert Geary is the in- 
structor. 
Honors 300, "Science in the 
World", includes topics such 
as "The excitement of 
science," "varieties of 
science," "science's relation 
to technology, humanities, 
religion, and ethics. Dr. 
Gordon Fisher is the in- 
structor. 
The committee selected 
these topics because student 
reaction was enthusiastic, 
Riley said. The committee, 
which included students, 
invited faculty members to 
explain how they would teach 
an honors course and then 
selected the instructors. 
An interested student 
should contact Dr. Riley. The 
student will get two 
nomination forms to be 
completed by Madison faculty 
members    from    different 
(Continued on Page" 14) 
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example of Mary Shelley's 
"Frankenstein," in which Dr. 
Frankenstein is appalled with 
the monster he created and 
cannot cope with his creation. 
We must be able to keep up 
with what we create, Caws 
said. "One     can't    be 
squeamish about the results of 
science.'] 
DNA is the basic hereditary 
material found in 
chromosomes of organisms. 
Circular molecules of DNA, 
called plasmids, can be 
broken down with special 
enzymes. These broken-down 
plasmids can recombine into 
new forms, given the right 
circumstances. This is what 
is termed recombinant DNA. 
Caws said his "principle of 
common prudence should be 
applied to the question "If you 
don't know the consequences, 
don't do it." Abiding by this 
principle hampers scientific 
progress, Caws said. 
However, he insists the 
burden of proof is on the 
person who claims his work 
won't do any harm, because 
the contemplations of science 
are irreversible. 
There are moral con- 
sequences that result form the 
growth of knowledge, Caws 
said, and "behavior ceases to 
become innocent under light 
of some knowledge." We are 
morally responsible for the 
consequences when we know 
the probable results of our 
actions, he said. 
"There is danger in self- 
regulation," Caws em- 
phasized, adding that the 
question of recombinant DNA 
research should not be left 
entirely up to scientists. He 
believes it is important for 
people to be educated on the 
matter. A panel of various 
representative groups should 
decide whether research 
should be allowed to continue, 
Caws said. 
"We can be thankful there 
are serious scientists," said 
Caws, "and the issue is the 
steps it takes to get the 
knowledge." For the first 
time in history, it may be a 
kind of knowledge for which 
the price is too high, he said. 
Caws teaches at Hunter 
College in New York, and 
serves as vice-chairman of 
Scientists Institute for Public 
Information. This 
organization publishes 
"Environment" magazine, of 
which he is on the editorial 
board. He holds a B.S. degree 
in physics for the University 
of London, and a Ph.D in 
philosophy from Yale. He is 
also the author of "The 
Philosophy of Science," and 
"Science and the Theory of 
Value." 
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Top7ranked teams advance in playoffs 
Space Cowboys, Skinny's Boys smash opponents 
By BOB GRIMESEY 
The first round of the 
Madison College intramural 
basketball playoffs began this 
Week, as all top ranked teams 
advanced easily. 
Leading the way was the 
number one ranked Space 
Cowboys, with an 81-55 victory 
over Showalter, the second 
place finishers in J league 
during the regular season. 
Second ranked Skinny's 
Boys started slow, but got 
things together in the second 
half and destroyed Logan I, 
74-43. 
Third ranked Ikenberry 
also got off to a slow start, but 
led by Joe Badan's 21 point 
performance off the bench, 
came back and murdered 
Delta Sigma Pi, 75-33, to set up 
a rematch with ACC rival 
Shorts IV in round two. 
Shorts, ranked seventh on 
the Breeze top twenty, ad- 
vanced after turning back a 
stubborn AXP A, 53-46 
In another rematch of a 
regular season rivalry, Logan 
II A meets the Catholic 
Campus Ministry. 
Logan coach Kent Bond, 
said after his team downed 
Sigma Nu A. 51-43, "I was 
impressed by our patience, we 
set the tempo and forced them 
to play our game." 
Bond said his team will 
have to do the same thing in 
order to beat the Ministry. 
Tom Monlock of CCM 
stressed the eveness of his 
team with Logan, .saying 
rebounding   should   tell   the 
difference. CCM advanced to 
the second round after edging 
Ashby I. 38-36. | 
Also advancing easily into 
round two were eighth ranked 
WEO's with an 81-40 thumping 
of perviously unbeaten I 
league champion, Logan II C. 
The ninth ranked Lakers 
did not have such an easy 
time, however, as they 
squeaked out a suprisingly 
tough Youngbloods team in an 
emotion packed game, 50-48. 
Shotguns A, number ten, 
downed the Fighting Irish, 44- 
32 and the twelvth ranked 
APOII Nets upended B league 
second place finisher 
Groupers, 59-55. 
APO coach George Augst 
commended his opponents, 
saying they "played a good 
garre" but stresses that his 
team*s inside play was the 
difference. 
In the first round's only 
real suprise, G* league 
champion LOADS toppled B 
league's third place finisher 
and nineteenth ranked Brew 
Guts. 52-43. 
The LOADS led by as much 
a 17 points in the first half as 
they held the Brew Guts to 
three points in first eleven 
minutes of play. 
The Bsew Guts shaved the 
lead away as the style of play 
became overly aggresive. In 
all, there were three injuries, 
with another three Brew Guts 
fouling out. 
Although their front line of 
Marty Jewel, Stan Lee and 
Paul   McFarlane   dominated 
the inside game, the LOADS 
lost high scoring Bob Morgan 
and capable sub. Bill 
Barefoot, for the rest of the 
playoffs with knee injuries. 
Magnifying the injuries is 
the fact that they meet the 
fifth ranked Great Pudkins in 
round two. 
The Pudkins advanced 
after overcoming much taller 
KEG B team, 55-50. 
Major games to look for in 
the second round include; 
Logan II A vs. CCM, Iken- 
berry A vs. Shorts IV, Hosers 
vs. the Lakers, and Space 
Cowboys against a suprisingly 
tough Dealer team. All action 
begins at 6:15 tonight and will 
run through 11:00. 
Quaterfinal action will take 
place Sunday night. 
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Davidson defense 
stiff test for Dukes 
'    5XJ- STcuT 
By JIM MORGAN 
Madison College will face 
• its stiffest test of the season 
Saturday   when   the   Dukes 
travel to Davidson, N. C.   to 
meet the Davidson Wildcats. 
Davidson, the only NCAA 
Division I opponent on 
Madison's schedule, has the 
best defensive team Madison 
will face this season, ac- 
cording to Madison head 
football coach Challace 
McMillin. 
"They are as good, if not 
better than any defensive 
team we've played against," 
he said earlier this week. 
"They are very strong, 
especially against the run, 
and really have no 
weaknesses." 
Brings season record to 6-1: 
Soccer team shuts out Generals, 3-0 
By PAUL MCFARLANE 
Madison's soccer team 
recorded its second shutout of 
the season Wednesday af- 
ternoon, defeating 
Washington and Lee 
University 3-0 at Lexington. 
The Dukes first goal came 
at 34:30 of the first half, then 
added two more insurance 
goals in the second. 
Madison's Gino Bell threw 
the ball in to Brian Carroll 
who headed the ball in the air. 
Carroll came out of a 
scramble in front of the goal 
to again head the ball, this 
time to Tom Hochkeppel. 
Hochkeppel's quick shot 
beat W & L goalie Mark 
Bennet for the score. 
The win upped Madison's 
record to 6-1 while W & L fell 
to 2-4. The win also gave the 
Dukes its second Virginia 
Intercollegiate Soccer 
Association win. The Dukes 
have not lost a VISA game this 
season. 
Madison pressured the 
Generals throughout the first 
half taking 25 shots, scoring 
once, and barely missing 
several other scoring opor- 
tunities. 
"If there is one word in my 
coaching philosophy,"  ex- 
plained   coach   Bob   Van- 
derwarker, "it's pressure. 
If you sit back and let them 
attack you, they're going to 
score. But if you apply the 
pressure and keep the ball in 
the attacking zone, you're 
bound to score" he added. 
with 56 shots while the 
Generals took just eight. Five 
of those come in the first half. 
Although Vanderwarker 
was happy about the Dukes' 
pressure, he was not entirely 
pleased with the Madison's 
scoring. 
7/ there is one word in my 
coaching philosophy* it's pressure" 
Madison's pressure con- 
tinued in the second half. At 
the 6:30 mark, Jon Mullenex 
crossed a direct kick to 
Hochkeppel who headed the 
ball for the second goal 
The goal put Hochkeppel in 
the team scoring lead. He now 
has seven goals and holds a 
one goal lead over Ken Morris 
and a two goal lead over 
Mullenex. 
The third goal didn't come 
until six minutes left in the 
game. Bryan Hawkins took a 
Jim Dwyer crossing pass and 
scored from the right side. 
Hawkins' goal capped a flurry 
of Madison shots, the result of 
* pressure. 
W & L goalkeepers Bennett 
and Reid Taylor were flooded 
"We should have had more 
goals," said Vanderwarker. 
"When you take 56 shots, you 
should be scoring more than 
three goals." 
Vanderwarker was 
pleased, however, with the 
few shots W & L took, and 
attributed the low total to the 
Madison backs. 
"Our backs played ex- 
tremely well," he said . "We 
were concerned about our 
defense early in the year, but 
those people have come a long 
way and I think we should 
take note of their play." 
Jerry Nay, Jim Abt and 
Chip Parkins, wjio are not at 
full strength, combined for the 
shutout 
"None of them are one- 
hundred percent," began 
Vanderwarker. "They 
weren't really tested today, 
but we have to keep them 
sharp." 
Madison   midfielder   Carl 
Strong is  still  out with an 
injury,   forcing   Hall   Par 
tenheimer to move from back 
to strengthen the midfield. 
"We moved Partenheimer 
up to midfield to strenghten it 
because Strong couldn't 
play," said Vanderwarker. "I 
thought we were lacking 
strong midfield play against 
Maryland and VMI, but our 
play today was strong." 
The win now gives Madison 
their maximum two game 
point total in the VISA. Each 
VISA team gets six points for 
a win and one point for each 
goal up to three. By virtue of 3- 
2 and 3-0 wins over VMI and W 
& L. Madison has 18 points. 
By keeping the pressure on 
and winning, Vanderwarker 
came away from Lexington 
satisfied. 
"I feel we played well," he 
said. "We won the game, got 
the maximum number of 
points and shut out our op- 
ponent ." 
If the Wildcats do have a 
defensive weakness it is 
against the pass, and although 
the Dukes are primarily a 
running team, McMillin feels 
the Dukes will be able to pass 
the ball against Davidson. 
Because the Wildcats use 5- 
2 defensive alignment, em- 
ploying four deep backs, 
McMillin feels that Madison 
will be able to throw to its 
wide receivers, split end Chip 
Deringer and ^ingback 
Bucky Knox     / 
Knox $ Madison's leading 
receive1\wiin\seven catches 
for a 19.4 yards per catch 
average He has caught one 
touchdown pass. Deringer, 
who holds Madison's single 
game pass receiving record, 
has also caught seven passes 
and is averaging an even 18 
yards per catch. 
"I feel that we can throw on 
them successfully." said 
McMilin. "It will depend on 
the situation sometimes, and 
we'd like to keep control of the 
ball, but we should be able to 
pass the football." 
Although McMillin feels the 
Dukes can throw successfully, 
he is making no predictions. 
"If the game goes that way, 
we'll try to control the ball and 
keep the clock moving," said 
the Madison coach. 
Madison is averaging just 
over 250 yards a game 
rushing, but the Dukes will be 
hard pressed to keep that 
average up against the 
Wildcats. 
Davidson, which has a 0-2-1 
record, is allowing 171 yards 
per game and just over 10 
points per game Their 
defense is allowing over four 
yards per reception, but 
allowing less than three yards 
per rush. 
"It could be a game where 
both teams play con- 
servatively and try to keep the 
ball on the ground in a ball- 
, control type offense," ex- 
plained McMillin. 
Offensively, the Wildcats 
don't look strong, yet they 
play a difficult schedule that 
includes Bucknell. Colgate. 
Citadel and Delaware. 
McMillin   feels   that   the 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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PlayoffK begin: 
Shorts football pick 
Wahoos 
WfiOT~ 
CCM 
Logan II A 
Intramural playoffs 
Ikenberry A 
Shorts IV 
Hosers 
Lakers 
Loads 
Great Pudkins 
Shotguns A 
Skinny's Boys 
By BOB GRIMESEY 
The women's intramural 
nag football playoffs begin 
this week with AFC champion, 
Shorts as the favorite. 
Finishing the year with an 
undefeated 6-0-1 record, 
Shorts rarely had difficulty 
disposing of their competition 
as they exhibited the rough 
style of play usually reserved 
for the men's division. 
In addition to their 
aggressiveness, Shorts boasts 
the most awesome passing 
attack in the division. 
Duchesses 
downed 
in tennis 
Mary Baldwin won four of 
six singles matches and one of 
three doubles matches 
Tuesday to defeat the Madison 
College women's tennis team 
5-4. 
Mary Baldwin was led in 
singles by 1976 Mid-Atlantic 
Lawn Tennis Association (MALTA) collegiate singles 
champion Crissy Gonzales, 
who won her match over 
Madison's Jody Tansey 6-1, 6- 
2. 
Gonzales teamed with 
Heidi Goeltz to win the 
number one doubles match 6- 
4, 7-5 over the Madison team 
of Tansey and Anne 
Carrington. Gonzales and 
Geoltz are the defending 
MALTA doubles champions. 
Madison is 4-2 on the year 
while Mary Baldwin has a 3-3 
season record. 
The Duchesses travel to 
Trinty College in Washington, 
D.C., this weekend for the 
Tennis Life Tournament. 
The combo consists of 
quarterback Sue Pinker ton 
and wide receiver Wendy 
Williams. Together, they 
have made laughing stocks of 
opposing defensive backfields 
as they accounted for a 
majority of Shorts points this 
year. 
All is not wrapped up for 
these young ladies, however, 
as tough teams from 
Fredrickson, RMH and 
Dingledine lay in waiting for 
the opportunity to rise to the 
occasion and declare them- 
selves the top team. 
Fredrickson and RMH 
finished one and two in 
the NFC with undefeated 
records. (Most of them were 
forfeits.) Dingledine finished 
the season in second place 
behind Shorts with a 5-0-2 
record, but tied the favorites 
in a scoreless struggle in the 
season finale. 
Bocock leads 
women in 
cross country 
Madison runners swept the 
top four places Saturday in a 
cross country meet held at 
Eastern Mennonite College. 
Sandv Bocock led 
Madison'snewlyformed cross 
country club with a time of 
12:07 over the two-mile 
course. Behind her came Bev 
Dorman in second, at 12:17, 
Jan Soper in third, with a time 
of 12:20, and Linda Vogt in 
fourth, 12:36 
Other finishers for Madison 
were sixth place Bev Morris, 
13:06, ninth place Susan 
Shepherd, 13:40, 11th place 
Becky Stemper, 14:37, 12th 
place Karen Flint, 15:14, and 
13th place Barb Black, at 
15:28. 
Kiser shoots "Robin-Hooded" arrow; 
Returning talent leads archers this season 
By LANCE ROBERTS 
Laying in the bottom of the 
Madison College trophy case 
are four arrows-maybe the 
most significant' archery 
trophy in the exhibits. 
These are "Robin-Hooded" 
arrows. One arrow split in 
half by another arrow. One 
belongs to Ray Stone, and was 
shot February 17, 1974. The 
second, shot on September 26 
of this year, belongs to Rick 
Riser. 
Stone, who placed 10th in 
the individual competition of 
the National Intercollegiate 
Archery Championships, has 
graduated and will be missed, 
but Kiser returns to lead the, 
Madison team. 
According to Madison 
archery coach Mrs. Margaret 
Horn, Stone, who also led the 
Duke's to a third place finish 
in last year's nationals, will be 
hard to replace. 
However, with a wealth of 
returning talent, Horn feels 
that the men's team will be 
very strong this season. 
Several talented archers 
return, and the team will have 
an abundance of depth. 
The women's team is still in 
the developing stages, but 
Horn expects they will im- 
prove.   She expects several 
women archers to place high 
in individual competition. 
Top returnees include 
Kiser, Dick Davies, Bob 
Sinclair, Eric Snyder and 
Kevin Wilgus for the men, and 
Betty Ritter, Cindy Dupree, 
Karen Naffzinger, Laurie 
Smart and Kim Consagra for 
the women. 
Archery, unlike many 
sports, holds a friendly, 
competative atmosphere 
during a tournament. 
Because teams compete 
together on a regional basis, 
what was once an opponent in 
competition eventually 
becomes an ally. 
There is both team and 
individual competition, and 
points are accumulated by 
shooting rounds with a 
designated number of arrows. 
Scoring is geared towards 
making a perfect score; 900 
and 600 are now usually used 
as perfect scores. 
According to Horn, most 
archers gain an interest in the 
sport from archery classes. 
Unlike many competitive 
sports, archery skills are 
easily developed over a short 
period of time. Once a person 
learns the basic techniques of 
using the bow and arrow, all 
that is needed is concentration 
and relaxation. 
Horn is impressed with the 
Madison archery student. 
"I sent our classes overall 
scores to other colleges and 
universities, no school has 
come close to our scores," she 
said. "The other schools' 
scores are from a distance of 
twenty feet, and ours are from 
a distance of seventy feet and 
they're still better.* 
Practice for the in- 
tercollegiate team will not 
start until the spring, usually 
lasting one to two hours a day. 
Currently there is an archery 
club on campus where people 
can learn or practice shooting, 
and some archery equipment 
can be borrowed from the 
college. 
There will be a meeting of 
the club for those interesting 
in participating on Monday, 
October 25, at 7:00 p.m. in 
room 135 at Godwin Hall. 
RICK KISER DISPLAYS the Robin Hooded arrow  he shot receatly during  practice. 
Photo by Wait Morton 
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Field hockey team 
loses in JV game 
MADISON GOALIE Holly Wolard seta to 
deflect a shot during the Duchesses' junior 
varsity     game     with     Westhampton. 
Westhampton won the Junior varsity game 3-0, 
but the Madison freshman team won their 
game 3-0. 
Madison College's junior 
varsity field hockey team 
dropped a 3-0 decision to 
Westhampton's varsity squad 
Tuesday at Madison. 
The freshman team 
returned the favor, scoring a 
3-0 shutout over the 
Westhampton Junior varsity. 
Madison's varsity squad, 1- 
1 this season, will travel to 
Boone, N.C. this weekend to 
play Appalachian State and 
the University of North 
Carolina (Greensboro). 
"I feel that we're as good if 
not better than any of the 
teams we'll be playing this 
week," said Madison field 
hockey coach, predicting 
Madison wins over both 
teams. 
Although the Duchesses are 
1-1 on the season, Morrison is 
not unhappy with the season. 
"I'm pleased with the way 
we're playing now," she said. 
"The  only   major   problem 
we've  had   has   been   the 
weather."     According   to 
Morrison, it was the weather 
that prevented the Duchesses 
from beating Towson earlier 
in the season. 
Playing the game on a 
muddy, slippery field, the 
Duchesses' lost 1-0. Despite 
losing, Morrison noted that 
she feels her team is better 
than Towson. 
Twice Madison games have 
been rained out. 
The Duchesses next home 
game is scheduled for Oct. 22 
at 7 p.m., against the College 
of William and Mary. This 
will be the only field hockey 
game played on the astroturf 
this season. 
Davidson stiffest test for Dukes 
(Continued from Page 10) 
game will be decided by 
mistakes. 
"Who ever makes the 
fewest mistakes will win the 
game," he said. "We can't 
afford to make the kind of 
mistakes that we made this 
past week against California 
State." 
Last weekend senior 
tailback Ron Stith established 
a new Madison College in- 
Stith establishes 
rushing record 
dividual single-game rushing 
record with 216 yards and the 
Dukes established a- new team 
single-game rushing record 
with 418 yards in the 35-17 
victory over California State 
of Pennsylvania. 
Stith carried the ball 24 
times for his 216 yards and 
also scored two touchdowns. 
He ran seven yards for a 
second quarter touchdown 
and then caught a nine-yard 
pass from junior quarterback 
Stan Jones for a fourth 
quarter score. 
Stith also held the old 
individual rushing record of 
189 yards which he set last 
season against Frostburg 
State. 
As a team, Madison rushed 
65 times for 418 yards. The old 
team   record   of   402   yards 
rushing was set against 
Gallaudet during the 1974 
season. 
The Dukes led 14-10 at 
halftime against California, 
but the margin could have 
been wider. Madison was 
hampered by turnovers in the 
opening half as the Dukes lost 
three fumbles and had one 
pass intercepted. Madison 
had 241 yards in total offense 
in the first half compared to 88 
for the Vulcans. 
The key drive of the game 
came on Madison's first 
possession of tns second half. 
The Dukes took over on their 
own four yard line and drove 
% yards in 13 plays for a 
touchdown. Stith carried the 
ball sue times for 75 yards in 
the drive. The big plays in the 
drive were a 43-yard run by 
Stith in a third and seven 
situation from the Madison' 
seven yard line, and a 22-yard 
pass from Jones to Bernard 
Slayton on fourth and 10 from 
the California 28. 
Junior fullback Shane Hast 
carried the ball 16 times for 89 
yards and a touchdown, Jones 
carried 10 times for 65 yards 
and a touchdown, and Slayton 
carried 10 times for 42 yards 
as the Dukes enjoyed their 
best offensive performance of 
the season. Madison piled up 
477 yards in total offense. 
Jones also completed three 
of sue passes for 43 yards and 
touchdown 
Madison head coach 
Challace McMillin praised the 
play of both his offense and 
defense, but obviously was 
unhappy with the Dukes' 
turnovers and penalties. 
Madison lost four fumbles, 
had one pass intercepted, and 
was penalized six times for 80 
yards. A roughing the kicker 
penalty kept California's first 
scoring drive alive and the 
pass interception set up the 
Vulcans field goal just before 
halftime. 
"I felt before the game that 
we'd be able to move the 
football on them." McMillin 
said. "We turned the ball 
over five times and also 
committed some costly 
penalties. Those mistakes not 
only cost us the opportunity to 
score more, but also set up 
some of California's scores.' 
The victory stopped a two- 
game Madison losing streak 
and upped the Dukes' record 
to 4-2.   California is now 2-2. 
Madison travels to 
Davidson (0-2-1) this Saturday 
afternoon for the first football 
meeting between the two 
schools. Saturday's game is 
scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. 
Do you really 
know what 
happens when 
business 
profits go up 
or down? 
II we citizens don't under- 
stand the basic workings 
• of our American Econ- 
omic System, how can 
we make intelligent 
decisions about it? 
Every Amencan ought 
to know what this booklet 
says It's easy to read, 
interesting—and tree. For 
a copy, wnte: "Economics'.' 
Puebb, Colorado 81009. 
♦MARK'S* 
BIKE SHOP 
accesories • service 
complete lines of bikes 
HISHIKI   MOTOBECANE 
434-5151 
10W S. College Ave. 
RINGS 20% OFF 
Linde Star-Red & Blue 
Turquoise 
Tiger Eye 
Garnet 
Opal 
David B. Garber 
Jeweler, Inc.    By parking deck 
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scoreboard 
Tennis 
SINGLES 
1 GonialeslMBld  TtnwylWC) 4 1.6 
2 
2. Goellz (MB) d A Carrington (MC) t 
1. 6 2 
3   Mikcll (MB) d. Higgins (MC)   1 a, 6 4 
62 
4.  Williams (MC) d. Holmes (MB)   7 5. 
2 6. 6 2 
5 Smith (MB) d  Schoepske (MC) 6 1,6 
1 
6. C. Tyler (MC) d. Newhill (MB) 6 1.6 
3 
DOUBLES 
I   Gonzales & Goelti (MB) d. Tansey 8. 
A. Carrington (MC)    6 4. 7 5 
2. Higgins «. Williams (MC) d. Mikall & 
Smith (MB)   6 3, 6 3 
3 Schoepskefc C. Tyler (MC) d. Holmes 
6 Newhill (MB)   6 4. 26, 64 
Basketball 
INDEPENDENT DIVISION 
A »T       1- 
Space Cowboys 7    0 
4   1 
Hosers 
WEO'S 
Shuffle 
KEG A 
Mighty Hawks 
Garber Gang 
5   2 
4   3 
3   4 
7   5 
0   7 
0   7 
B W   L 
Great Pudkins 
Groupers 
Brew Guts 
Fresh Men 
TIZ 
Ozone Kids 
Spotswood 
Ranchers 
7   0 
4 1 
5 2 
4   3 
4   3 
2   5 
1   4 
0   7 
Youngbloods 
Seahawks A 
Mars 
l.ogan II B 
SNAFU 
Sorry Hide* 
Chumps 
Shotguns A 
Shorts Rowdies 
IDG AS 
Garber Gorillas 
Seahawks B 
Spotswood B 
Hanson Hypers 
AXP B 
Dealers 
Fighting Irish 
Razzmatazz 
SPE B 
Short* II 
AWT 
Skyhawks 
A»hby II ' 
F. 
Lakers 
"F" 
Wilkens inc. 
Ho Jo Alumnae 
Buzz 
Hanson Players 
Zoo Crew 
Jam & Son 
G. 
LOADS 
Act V 
SWAT 
HO JO'S NO. 1 
Guns 
Off Campus 74 
Shotguns B 
Southern Comfort 
SPE C 
W   L 
7 
S 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
0 
W   L 
W    L 
W    L 
7    1 
7    1 
C 
Wahoos 
W   L 
4   1 
H. 
APO II Nets 
W    L 
I   0 
The Fabric Shop 
157 N. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801 
Michael Hellberg 703-434-5663 
DON'T BE JUST ANOTHER HEAD OF 
HAIR ON CAMPUS THIS FALL. GET A 
CUT THAT HAS CHARACTER. YOURS. 
LET THE CHARACTERS AT FULL TILT 
HELP BRING OUT THE CHARACTER IN 
YOU. 
HJLL^ 
rWHJT7€RSl 
N^SG.VA.    . 434-1010l 107 S. MAIN ST. HARRISO BURG 
KEG B 4 2 
More Tubes S 3 
Shenandoah Sharks 5 3 
Campus Crusaders   ' 3 S 
Demon Dragon* 3 5 
Sigma PI A 2 4 
Garber Gun* 2 4 
Wrong Sport 1 7 
I. *   <- 
Flag football MONDAY 
A.F.C.    WLT 
Logan II C 1  • 
Bt G't 4   2 4  1 PI Kapp* 
Whimpie* i   3 
Chandler 21? 3   S 
Garber Geeks 3   S 
KEG C 2   4 
Maruaders 1   7 
Hack Squad 1   7 
J. W 
Logan l 1   0 
Showalter 4   2 
Holy Rollers S   3 
Jamery S   3 
Sigma Nu B 4   4 
AXP C 1   7 
.Theta Chi B 1   7 
Sigma PI C 0   ( 
OH Campus Nets 0   1 
Shorts 
Dlngledine 
Hoffman 
Eagle III 
Bubblers 
Wayland 
Converse 
40 I 
5 0? 
4 3 0 
3 32 
3 3 1 
2 40 
1 S 1 
N.F.C.    WLT 
Fredrickson 4 00 
RMH 5 0 0 
Chappelear 4 2 0 
Gifford * 3 0 
Fredrickson 8. Chappelear 2 
Bubblers 0. Converse 0 
Dingledine 0, Short* 0 
Hoffman 14, Wayland 4 
TUESDAY 
Short* 19. Bubblers 0 
Hoffman 6. Converse 0 
Fredrlck*on 32, Gifford 6 
Dingledine 0, Eagle III 0 
WEDNESDAY 
Short* 13. Eagle ill 0 
Chappelear 7. RMH 0 
Dingledine 11. Hoffman 4 
Fredrlcmon. Gifford forfeit 
CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION 
ACC 
I kenberry 
Short* IV 
AXP A 
Delta Sigma PI 
SPE A 
White Death 
TKE A 
PAC 8 
CCM 
Sigma Nu A 
Logan II A 
Ashby I 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Chandler 
Glick's Knicks 
Theta Chi A 
W L 
7 0 
4 1 
5 2 
3 4 
3 4 
2 S 
2 S 
W   L 
WEDNESDAY 
LOADS 52. Brew Guts 43 
Great Pudkins 55. KEG B SO 
Shotguns A 44. Fighting Irish 32 
Skinny's Boys 74, Logan I 43 
Lakers SO. Youngbloods 48 
Hosers 99   B & G's 40 
Short's IV S3. AXP A 44 
Ikenberry A 75. Delta Sigma Pi 43 
MONDAY 
Space Cowboys 81. Showalter 55 
Dealers 69, Shorts Rowdies 31 
APO II Nets 59, Groupers 55 
Fresh men 40, Act V 42 
Wahoos 48.   "F" 40 
WEO's 81. Logan II C 40 
CCM 38, Ashby I 36 
Logan II A 51, Sigma Nu A 43 
Cross country 
1. MC Sandy Bocock  12:07    (two-mile 
course) 
2. MC Bev Dorman   12:17 
3. MC JanSoper    12:20 
4. MC Linda Vogt   12:34 
5. E*fr Laure Hower     12.55 
4. MC Bev Morris   13:04 
7 EMC Carol McDonald   13:35 
8 EMC Ruth Jones     13:37 
9. MC   Susan Shepherdn 40 
10. EMC Becky Ryman     13 43 
11. MC   Becky Stemper 14.37 
It.   MC Karen Flint    IS: 14 
13. MC Barb Black    15 28 
NewbyY \ 
Custom T-Shirta • 
Ctote-DonriV-Frata 2 
115 Water St a 
VZMM 
i 
3^i • \ 
t [ 55 
! 
■■ -*-< 1 ,«-*_X 1-*—         |   4.-- 
1 
T~ ,■                          ^^^^^^*v» 
r 
GETTING FOULED going up for a shot is a member of the 
Hosers. The Hosers easily advanced to the second round of the 
intramural basketball playoffs with a 99-40 win over B It G. 
Photo by Mark Thompson 
Waldens Bar-B-Q 
778 E. Market     433-&525 
)SfM><ializuig In Hickory Pit Co**ked 
)RAR-B-Que and B-R-Q Spare Ribs 
Starting Sunday B-B-Q Chicken 
WED. 10% OFF W/COLLEGE ID 
Everything Home-Cooked 
11AM-10 PM Daiy Complete 
12-8 PM Sun. Carry-Out 
next to the Greyhound Station 
Please: 
Help prevent 
forest fires. 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
Sand for your uiMo-drt*. 160- 
pagt. mail ordar catalog. Endc.se 
$1.00 to cover postage and 
handling. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC 
11322 IDAHO AVE..#  206 
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90026 
(2131 477-8474 
Our research paper* are sold for 
■   rSfM pyrppfes op|y^, ,, 
X' 
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Finance committee denies model UN funds 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Anestos said he 
objected particularly when he 
sees "no effort of departments 
to raise money on their own." 
Greg Hill, a graduate 
school senator, said that 
funding the Model UN would 
establish a dangerous 
precedent in which every 
department could come forth 
for money. 
The question of student 
input was raised late in the 
discussion, after several 
finance committee members 
had already indicated they 
would vote against the 
proposal. 
Hill said that the "limited 
response" did not warrant 
$150. 
Seven eligible applications 
had been received for the five 
positions, Halseysajd. Halsey 
and Dr. William Nelson, head 
of the political science 
department, picked the five 
delegates. 
The reduction in "student 
interest", was noted by 
Manning, who said that there 
were 25 applications for Model 
UN last year. 
One finance committee 
member said that the money 
should go to a "much larger 
group   that   could   put   the 
money to better use. The only 
people who would share an 
interest in Model UN," he 
said, "would be the sponsors 
and the two that weren't 
selected." 
Louden, who said he was 
"trying to present both sides," 
raised two points. He 
suggested that the Model UN 
group would provide national 
representation for Madison 
College. And he questioned 
the sobriety of not funding an 
academic program. "If we 
turn down academic output," 
Louden said, "we must be 
careful about social output". 
High political awareness found 
(Continued from Page l) 
deemed the most aware at 72 
per cent, the sciences 62 per 
cent, education 58 per cent,' 
business 52 per cent and the 
undeclared 27 per cent. 
Other parts of the survey 
measured knowledge of the 
controversial Humphrey- 
Hawkins bill and the Electoral 
College. 
Seventy-five per cent-of 
those surveyed did not know 
what the Humphrey Hawkins 
bill calls for. Twenty-five per 
cent correctly stated that it 
calls for a red uc tion of adult 
unemployment to below 3 per 
cent. 
Ninety per cent identified 
the Electoral College as being 
the group which actually 
elects the President and Vice 
President of the United States. 
Those polled were also 
asked to match 15 national 
figures with the position they 
hold. 
Pre-Mad 
(Continued from Page 2) 
pressure. I doubt if he'll even 
apply," he said. 
Thoroughly impressed by 
the lad's determination, I had 
to ask: "Do you really think 
it's worth all this work, when 
you could go to someplace like 
Virginia Tech or U. Va. 
without nearly so much 
competition?" 
"Well, I really don't know," 
he said, "but to me it's worth 
it, I mean, from what I've 
heard and all." 
"What have you heard?" I 
wondered aloud. 
"I understand their in- 
tramural program is fan- 
tastic," he replied, beaming. 
I then decided that we both 
had better things to do than 
continue the dialogue, so I left, 
knowing that I'd never go 
back ... never. 
Nelson Rockefeller ranked 
the highest in recognition, 
with 92 per cent identifying 
him as Vice President. 
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley 
and California Governor 
Jerry Brown ranked next with 
78 per cent and 77 per cent 
respectively, followed by 
AFL-CIO President George 
Meany at 70 per cent, Speaker 
of the House Carl Albert with 
65 per cent and Senator Barry 
Goldwater (R-Arizona) with 
59 per cent. 
Public figures recognized 
by less than half those sur- 
veyed include: Treasury 
Secretary William Simon 45 
per cent; Senator Edward 
Brooke (R-Mass), the 
nation's only black senator, 44 
per  cent;   former   United 
Nations ambassador Daniel 
Pa trie Moynihan 40 per cent; 
Senate Majority Leader Mike 
Mansfield 37 per cent; Senate 
Minority Leader Hugh Scott 31 
percent; Democratic national 
chairman Richard Strauss 
and United Auto Workers 
president Leonard Woodcock, 
28 per cent each and Defense 
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld 27 
per cent. 
Commerce Secretary Elliot 
Richardson was the least 
recognized of the public 
figuree, which is surprising 
since he has held three other 
cabinet posts and was the first 
victim in Richard Nixon's 
infamous "Saturday Night 
Massacre." Only 221 per cent 
of those surveyed knew who 
he was. 
In response to the first 
objection, Anestos said it was 
the responsibility of the 
college and therefore the 
adademic departments to 
further the name of the 
college. "Student activities 
funds should be used to fur- 
ther students," he said. 
The question of academic 
versus social programs was 
discussed briefly. Off-campus 
senator Woody Huff said that 
"the broad spectrum" must 
be considered, adding that he 
had no objection "to funding 
social events if it affects a 
large number of students." 
During the discussion, 
Anestos read a "typical Model 
UN resolution" which Halsey 
supplied. "It seems to be all 
double-talk,"   Anestos   said. 
The proposal to fund Model 
UN was defeated seven to one, 
with Louden voting to fund. 
A proposal to fund Inter ha 11 
Council $175 was introduced 
by Roger Bertholf, IHC 
president. Citing    the 
organizations "verv 
restricted funds," Bertholf 
said the money would be used 
for prizes for homecoming 
displays. 
It was generally argued 
that last year's low par- 
ticipation did not warrant the 
full request. Six dorms 
participated in the contest last 
year, three of which received 
cash prizes. 
The finance committee 
voted to fund IHC $100 with the 
suggestion attached that the 
prize schedule be revamped. 
The proposal passed 
unanimously. 
The finance committee also 
heard a request from the 
junior class for $300 to pay for 
cushions the class had or- 
dered. The cushions, which 
have been printed, are to be 
sold during the next few weeks 
to raise money  for a ring 
dance. 
After 
call to 
Louden 
placing a telephone 
the manufacturer, 
informed the com- 
mittee that the junior class 
would not be billed for "two to 
three weeks." 
It was mutually believed 
that the class would have time 
to sell the cushions before the 
bill was due, thus there was no 
need for SGA funding. 
The proposal was tabled 
unanimously. 
The finance committee 
heard and approved a $50 
request to support United 
Way, which sponsors 12 
organizations in Rockingham 
County. 
Anestos said that sup- 
porting the organization 
would halp improve college 
relations with the community 
and improve bargaining 
power for services to students. 
The proposal was approved 
unanimously. 
Honor courses offered 
(Continued from Page 8) 
departments. Freshmen and 
transfer students may submit 
one letter. 
The nomination forms are 
completely confidential. The 
honors committee wrote the 
forms containing five 
questions asking the teacher 
to compare, on a percentage 
scale, the student to other 
undergraduates the teacher 
has met. 
The committee thought this 
would be a more accurate 
gauge of the teacher's opinion 
of a student's originality, 
initiative, and other qualities. 
The committee preferred 
the format to an open-ended 
narrative, committee 
member Dr. James Couch 
said, because "a teacher 
might write pages without 
telling us what we need." 
The form includes 
questions that allow a teacher 
to expand on the student's 
abilities. 
The form is tentative.    A 
student may substitute a 
narrative form if he likes and 
he may have an informal 
interview with some com- 
mittee members. 
A student must maintain at 
least a "B" in the in- 
terdisciplinary course. 
Honors courses will be noted 
on a student's official tran- 
script. 
A senior's honors project is 
recognized with a notation of 
distinction. 
"We don't want an honors 
program that is a competing 
structure within the college," 
Riley said. "We want a 
student to bring ideas and 
expertise from his major to 
these courses. Our goal is a 
free exchange of ideas." 
Something getting you down? 
Write
 Follow-up 
care of THE BREEZE 
Lg. Pitcher    $2.00 
Sm. Pitcher    $1.10 
Sandwich Shoppe 
1007 S. Main 
* Music 
+Pinball 
0 
*Foozball 
.Come by and try oar pizza 
our own sauce and   crust 
make   the   difference... 
Happy Hour 
Everyday 4-8 
Croft Shop 
' 
The Warren Campus Cent* Craft Shop It located on the ground floor In room 
G-10 The Craft Shop offer* an ever -growing number of crafts If you don I find 
what you're looking for. a* andwe II look Into the postrblllttet. 
The Craft Shop offers supplies and equipment for the tolowlng crafti Leather 
work candlemaklng. weaving, macrame and bicycle repair. A poster 
machine, capable of producing potters up to 14" x 22" m size, rs also available 
The Craft Shop will print posters for an organization or department at a cost of 
18 forwhlte 21  for blue or block and 19' for a yellow poster A sewing 
machine is also available. 
We try to maintain a friendly and responsive atmosphere for your self- 
development and learning 
Supervised Open Hours are available to students, staff and alumni and are 
pos'ed in the Campus Center 
Attendants Marilyn Fitch and Linda Wanstreel 
SA5IC IA*TEND#4G 
(Mutt be 2,1 years of age) 
Monday 
7-8 p.m. 
Nov.   1,8,15,22 
Dec.  6,13 
$4 registration fee plus S2 material fee per teuton Taught by Tom Androt. 
Participants will gain a knowledge of the basic theory of mrjdng drinks and 
correct utage of glassware. The clatt Includes both demonttratlon and par- 
ticipation m mixing technique!. 10 person class minimum and 20 person class 
maximum. To be held at the Hickory Pit, Waterman Drive. Harrtsonburg, Va. 
IEGMNMQ GUITAR 
Wednesday Oct. 27 
6-7pm. Nov. 3.10.17 
Dec.1.8 
S4 registration fee Taught by Phil Johnson. This ckm Is designed for the from 
scratch" beginner and those who have "fooled around with the guitar a little". 
Students will be learning aH popular and traditional guitar styles. Arpeggios, 
brush styles, flnger-plcklng and flat-picking, 10 person claw minimum and 15 
person class maximum. Room "C". Warren Campus Center. 
BASIC POCKET M.UARDS 
Tuesday Oct. 26 
10-1 Ip-m Nov. 2.9.16. 30 
Dec. 7 
S4 registration fee Taught by Richard Dlckerson. Participants will gain a knowl- 
edge of proper bridge, stance, stroke. "English", etc and wHI Include a super- 
ficial treatment of rules and strategy required in various billiard games 10 
person class minimum and 14 person class maximum. To be held In Game 
Room. Warren Campus Center 
COMMITTED COUPLES GROUf 
Tuesday Oct. 26 
7:30-9pm. Nov 2.9.16.30 
Dec. 7 
No Charge This course Is designed for couplet with an expressed committment 
to each other, or a mutual Intimacy beyond the typical dating relationship. (No. 
you don't have to be engaged.) Its purpose is to help each couple develop a 
tentative contract or agreement to clarity their relationship; to Identify potential 
conflict areas andor to bring conflicts Into a clearer view or perspective as well 
as to team some ways to resolve these conflicts. Umlt of four couples. To be held 
in Faculty Lounge. Warren Campus Center Led by Dr. Richard Wettstone and 
Diane Hartman 
UATHERWORK 
Wednesday Oct. 27 
7-8 p.m. Nov 3.10.17 
Dec.1.8 
S4 registration fee plus material costs Taught by Jerrel Weaver. Participants will 
gain a basic Irowteage of dying arKltoollr^ leather They wHI select a project 
to work on Independently 10 person class minimum and 15 person class 
majrJmum To be held m Craft Workshop. G -10. Warren Campus Center 
PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
(Assertive) TRAMMC 
Monday Oct. 25 
3-5 pm. Nov 1.8.15.22 
Dec.6    • 
No Charge. The objective of this course Is to train people to be more com- 
fortoble in expressing their feelings to other people, particularly with respect to 
protecting their personal rights and getting personal needs met. Led by Dr. 
Teresa Gonzalez and Dr. Richard Wettstone. Win be held In Faculty Lounge. 
Warren Campus Center 
SAND ART 
Tuesday Oct. 26 
7-8 pm Nov. 2.9.16.30 
Dec. 7 
$4 registration fee plus material costs. Taught by Sandra Smiley. The student will 
learn, by using colored sandt. to design geometric shapes or scenes enclosed 
m glass. Students will work on Individual projects with personalized instruction by 
the teacher. 10 person clast minimum, 15 person clast maximum. To be held in 
Crafl Workshop. G-10. Warren Campus Center. 
SALES TR AMMO 
Tuesday Nov. 16.23,30 
7-9:30 pm Dec. 7 
No Charge. Taught by Sharon Menefee and Dorisann DeVrtes The purpose of 
thlt class Is to train persons interested In obtaining part-time employment in 
retailing during Chrlstmai hoHdayt. Curriculum wHI cover too appitaatton and 
Interview, customer service, cash register operation, etc. Certificates will be 
Issued upon successful completion of course. 10 person classi minimum and 20 
person class maximum. To be held m South Ballroom. Warren Campus Center. 
STUDY SOLS 
Wednesday Oct. 17 
7-8 p.m. Nov. 3.10.17 
Dec.1.8 
No Charge. Taught by Shirley Cobb. This course Is designed to offer new and 
varied ways of teaming techniques tuch as note-toklkng. reading to remember. 
Increasing reading speed, organizing time and preparing for and taking 
exami To be held m Faculty Lounge. Warren Campus Center. 
WAirtESJVWAiriR TIAWfNO 
Tuesday Oct 19.26 
7-9:30 p/n. Nov. 2.9 
$4 registration fee. Taught by Sharon Menefee and Dorisann DeVrtes The class 
Is designed for both men and women who are Interested In waHtesswalter 
training The material covered wtl Include a broad look at food service In 
general with a special emphasis on customer servtoeJSuest «Pj"*ers from 
local busmestet and a field trip will be Included. Certificates w«l be *»«*;? 
upon tuccetsM completion of the court*. 10 perton clatt mlnlrTHjm and 26 
person class maximum. To be heW m South Bc*oorn. Warren Campus Center. 
October 23, 8pm 
V 
Jack Sheldon 
with 
^MADISON 
COLLEGE JAZZ 
ENSEMBLE 
Wilson Hall 
FREE With ID  $300 Public • 
Student Coffee House 
Tiies featuring October 19 
DOUG FIREBAUGH 
& 
JENIFER BENNETT 
W.C. WCC Ballroom 8pm FREE 
Madison 
College 
Thurs Fir8t 
15 
Big Acts 
October 21 Annual 
% % % » \ \ 
Homecoming 
Revue 
Come 
See Your Fellow Students 
Perform 
i 
Dorms, Frats, Sororities, Clubs 
i 
I 
Wibon Hall 8:30 pm FREE 
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Classifieds |    DOONESBUBY By Garry Trudeau 
For sale 
FOR SALE-Channel Master 
auto eight-track tape deck. 
Call Judi at 6267 during the 
day. 
FOR  SALE    One  ticket  to 
U.Va. - VPI game on Oct. 16. 
' Call Janie 433-9504 after 5 p.m 
SCUBA DIVING DISCOUNT 
Rental, Rock Shop,Blue Ridge 
Dive & Craft Shop, 1726 Allied 
St., Charlottesville, Only 
Hours: 1-5 Sat. & Sun. Phone 
804-293-6984. 
C.B! RADIO Royce 612, an- 
tenna, slide mount, extra 
mike, Cost over $220. A steal 
at $160.  Jeff P.O. 2578. 
PLYMOUTH FURY III. '70. 
power steering, power brakes, 
air, radio, tape, clock, good 
tires, 318 cu. in., needs some 
body work.  Dan P.O. 2064. 
Lost and found 
LOST GOLD HIGH SCHOOL 
RING Lost in vicinity of 
Wilson parking lot, with 
initials T.L.R. on the inside. If 
found, please contact Tracy "at 
4462. 
Help wanted 
JOBS ON SHIPS! Men- 
Women. American. Foreign. 
No experience required. 
Excellent pay.     Worldwide 
travel. Summer job or career. 
Send $3.00 for information. 
SEAFAX, Dept. M-6 Box 2049, 
Port   Angeles, Washington 
98362. 
ANYONE interested in 
working on the literary staff of 
the Chrysalis, write Box 4177. 
Wanted 
WANTED: A weaving loom 36 
inches wide. Any leads would 
be helpful. Call Amanda 
Rainey 234-8222. 
Ride wanted 
RIDE WANTED: From 
Northern Virginia, Saturday, 
Oct. 16, or Sunday, Oct. 17, 
preferably in the early af- 
ternoon or evening. Call from 
there, 356-5096 ask for Barb. 
URGENT. 
Personal 
SHOOT-OUT       AT       THE 
Showalter    Corral-Saturday 
Oct. 23.   Ya'll come on out. 
Y'hear? 
LIBBY, LIBBY. LIBBY ON 
THE Label, label, label, How 
are things going? Guess who? 
BAT WOMAN-Two kegs, a 
cake, and thee! On Friday 
night we'll all party, flap your 
wings and be twenty. Signed 
Puddin Heads 
CARO-So the big day is here 
and now you're an old lady. 
Don't let those aches and 
pains bug you, after a few 
weeks you won't even notice 
them. Take it from an expert. 
Enjoy, enioy, enjoy! Take 
this as a token for one Jackson 
Browne concert, sorry I have 
flown the coop. Have a happy- 
from your cellmate. Don't 
rattle the bars too much while 
I'm gone. 
s.N.-Your dives looked good 
and so did you.  Quit hiding. 
What are you waiting for, a 
trip to Norway?   Signed UN- 
high, hoping, ready and able. 
29% LACE/! ISNT IT GRAND! 
> AT LAST THE VOTERS HAVE 
\\ BEGUN TO R£AUZ£ WHAT 
\\\r\9KN0mFORYEARS- 
\\\ THAT YOU'RE SPECIAL! OH, 
/ 
mrui    UEU, TRYTO 
TELLTHELADS  BE HOME BY 
DOW AT TUB     FOUR, DEAREST! 
fltmONSO-     tVBINVTTEDTHE 
OETY TODAY I     PRINT MEDIA 0MR 
\y^*.         FOR TEA!/ 
ft     /   (£>               , ' 
TTnVr^ jg»^o:Jk i ii 1 I^^^JJ 
'
r4< ( ° 
±m KvR'Mlun^p 
DICK, I WANT MY 
JUST TUB    CAMPAIGN COVERAGE 
PRINT MEDIA? TO BE DI6NIFIED!I'M 
NOTBLE-    GOING TO URGE THE 
VISION-'    PRESS TO wire 
\/-^,   SHORT, TASTBFUL 
ij _ .2, ESSAYS.'JLL^L/ 
BUT.LACEY! 
SWEETEST! DICK, IUK3N7 
NO0NEMNS HAVE THOSE 
MTHOUT VACUOUS BARh 
TELEVtS/ON! TONES TRACKING 
\^-^ UP Mi HOUSE! 
t€i,RlCKUHAT 
DOYOUKNOU) 
ABOUT THIS 
LITTLE QW 
LADY THE RE- 
PU8UCANSARE, 
RUNNIN6? 
NOT TOO MUCH. 
BUT tM ON My 
UJAYTOIERPRESS 
CONFERENCE.. 
\ 
REALLY? WELL, SEE F YOU CAN 
FIND OUTWHYSHES RUINING IT 
FOR BOTH OF US, UJHY SHE'S SPOIL- 
ING THE ONE CHANCE AT [ 
REPRESENTATION, 
THISDSJRiatf 
EVER HAP!! 
\ 
YOUHEARDHERi.   JOANTE.TtS 
60! BRING US    NOT MY RE- 
A REPORT!     SPONSIBILITY. 
\ ^   \ 
Wfac&PU 
..AND MY HUSBAND,    \ 
DILXUAS EVEN MORE 
k EXCnWTHANI!&S 
'J BEEN VERY SUPPORTIVE 
;*5 0EMYCAMW6NS 
^J^^THROUGHTHE 
YOU'MARRIED DICK _ 
DAVENPORT, THE NOTED 
ORNITHOLOGIST, RATHER 
^Um/NUFE, 
^\ DIDN'T YOU, 
"^    LACEY? 
YES, 
THAtS 
RJ6HT. 
DICK AND I WERE 
MARRIED ONLY TWO 
YEARS AW. THEPREWUS 
35 YEARS, MM MERE JUST 
SHACKING UP. WE HOPE 
GOD WILL FOR6IVE 
US FOR IT! 
LACEY, HAVE       HEMNS.VES! 
YOU EVER LOOKED    10NCEWAS 
AT OTHER MEN   MADFORTHE 
WITH LUST?     ENTIRE YALE 
CR£WOF192<ll 
RUST: Happy Birthday Cool, 
don't worry about the movie, 
we'll see another one.   Cube 
TO DIRTY AL 
If it's foul, it's Al.   Yes, this 
means you. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.  Cheryl       HAPPY        ANNIVERSARY. 
Flory from Ron. Muskrat.  ami 
HEY  BOOCIE  BUG You're 
still the favorite fish filet. 
Shamu 
VIABLE seems to no longer 
be the word. When are you 
derelicts going to think up a 
new one? 
JOWWY WOGEW-who wites 
these cwazy things anyway? 
they'we weawwystwange. I 
can't decide if I wike them or 
not. Of cowse, nobody gets 
paid thwee miwwion to do 
them then, so what can you 
expect? 
THE G.F.C. knows you are 
number one and always will 
be. It won't be the same next 
year without you, J.S., D.S. k 
C.P. When football season 
comes, the weather may be 
cold but our hearts.will still be 
warm. See you on the 
Astroturf, if not out the 
window first. As always 
(WHO ELSE?)   B & C 
FIRST FLOOR 
DINGLEDINE- the Kid and 
Lock showed all. Now it's 
time for y'all. If any 
questions, Susan knows who to 
call 
UGLY, UGLY MOTHER- got 
your message, cool to the 
max. 
TUTU I'll meet you at 
Walden's Bar-b-que on Sun- 
day, October 24th, at one 
o'clock. If you're on time, I'll 
even buy you some bar-b-que 
chicken.   Mike. 
ARE YOU peeping, or just 
perverted? I GUESS IT IS 
hard to make the distinction. 
r\ Someday you'll get a little of 
"^ your own back and know how 
it feels... 
Reduced rates 
cBtbeze 
classifieds 
now $.50 
for first 25 words 
W+—4f*0»»*»*+***+* 
